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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The intention of this report is to provide an overview of the issues discussed and conclusions as a result of the Data Harmonization on Transplantation Activities and Outcomes: Editorial Group for a Global Glossary Meeting, which was organized by WHO in collaboration with The Transplantation Society and the Spanish Organization of Transplants.

The collection of data and information in the Global Database on Donation and Transplantation (GDDT) is being made possible by using a unified global questionnaire. Nevertheless there was a need to work as well for the unification of terms and basic definitions on donation and transplantation and create a global glossary. This glossary would have an impact on the collection and analysis of data, which would improve the results.

As part of the harmonization process to prepare a global glossary, this meeting had the aim of achieving consensus on basic definitions on donation and transplantation.

A document was prepared, including an extensive revision of definitions, coming from different but recognized sources, which was used as a baseline document.

The meeting group, called the Editorial Group, had the opportunity to review some terms and definitions and achieve consensus on them. During the sessions, there were some definitions which led to deep discussions, especially those with ethical and legal connotations, such as living and deceased donor, consent, legally non-competent person, trafficking and transplant tourism. Some of them were revised again after the meeting and even if agreed, they were modified after further consultation.

The definitions agreed during the meeting are presented in the body of this report with some comments whenever necessary. At the end of the meeting it was clear that more work had to be done. The attached document of this report presents all proposed definitions after revision and further consultation by the Editorial Group.
OPENING SESSION

Dr Steffen Groth, Director of the Essential Health Technologies Department in WHO, welcomed participants to the Data Harmonization on Transplantation Activities and Outcomes: Editorial Group for a Global Glossary Meeting.

He remarked on the importance of harmonization of terms and definitions and made references to the TTS New Key Opinion Leader Meeting on harmonization of registries which took place before the meeting. Dr Groth acknowledged the TTS and the National Organization of Transplants (ONT) of Spain for their collaboration and support in organizing this meeting.

He expressed his hope for the meeting to produce a globally-agreed baseline to reach a common glossary of definitions on donation and transplantation.

Dr Frank Delmonico (TTS) and Dr Beatriz Dominguez-Gil (ONT) were elected to Co-Chair the meeting and Mr Peter Feldman (TTS) as Rapporteur.

Dr Groth stressed that this was an informal and flexible meeting.

INTRODUCTION

Ms Mar Carmona provided an overview of the background, the sources used to elaborate the background document to work on, and explained what was expected as result of the meeting.

BACKGROUND

WHO, in collaboration with ONT, are working on the Global Database on Donation and Transplantation (GDDT), which compiles information on donation and transplantation activities, legal frameworks and organizational systems. To collect all these pieces of information from every country, a common questionnaire is being used.

In the concrete case of the global questionnaire, it was seen that using it for the collection of data was not enough to obtain harmonized responses. There was also a need for common understanding and interpretation of terms and definitions that would lead to the production of reliable results.

As part of the harmonization process of terms and definitions on donation and transplantation, it was decided to create an agreed upon global glossary which could be included together with the global questionnaire.

The questionnaire was taken as a good base to seek for terms to define.

OBJECTIVE

Ms Carmona explained that the aim of the meeting was to agree on terms and definitions on donation and transplantation, to be used globally.
SOURCES

With regard to the material provided for the meeting as a starting working document, Ms Carmona gave some examples of the sources for the terms and definitions proposed. A search was made and the following sources were used:

- Glossary of UNOS
- European Directive
- Canadian Standards Association
- US Food and drug Administration (FDA)
- Clinical Research Office
- European projects such as DOPKI, EUROCET and ALLIANCE-O
- First Global Consultation on Regulatory Requirements For Human Cells and Tissue for Transplantation
- IAEA. International Standards on Tissue Banks
- International Society for Stem Cells Research
- JACIE Standards
- National Program of Marrow Donor; etc.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND SCOPE

Ms Carmona said that the expected outcome of the meeting had the target of agreeing on definitions for certain proposed terms.

It was clear that a global glossary of donation and transplantation definitions would help to compile harmonized responses and would improve the interpretation of data of the GDDT.

It was noted that the scope of the meeting was intended to cover basic definitions, avoiding adjectives and complexity.

The group of the meeting was called Editorial Group.

MEETING SESSIONS

The Editorial Group used recognized definitions from different sources whenever possible. Nevertheless, in some cases it was necessary to include small modifications in the original source, which was reflected also in the source: “Modified from...”. When the definition was created by the Editorial Group, the source was indicated as: Editorial Group.
During the second day of the meeting participants split into small groups to review groups of definitions and then the whole group reviewed the proposals.

Although agreed in the meeting, a few definitions were reviewed and slightly modified after further consultation.

Explanations are provided when necessary for those definitions which created concern or discussion. The terms agreed by the Editorial Group during the meeting are as follows.

**DISCUSSIONS**

**Donor**: A Donor is a human being, living or deceased, who is a source of cells, tissues or organs for the purpose of transplantation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organs and cells were added to the original definition (Source: FDA, Cells, Tissue and Cellular and Tissue-Based Products).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Living Donor**: A Living Donor is a living human being from whom cells, tissues or organs have been removed for the purpose of transplantation. A Living Donor has one of the following three possible relationships with the recipient:

**Genetically Related**:

*1st degree genetic relative:*
Parent, Sibling, Offspring

*2nd degree genetic relative,*
E.g. grandparent, grandchild, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew

*Other than 1st or 2nd degree genetically related,*
For example, cousin

**Emotionally Related (examples include)**
Spouse (if not genetically related)
In-laws
Adopted
Friend

**Unrelated**
Not Genetically or Emotionally Related

This definition of the living donor was elaborated by the Editorial Group. However it was seen during the process after the meeting that it could be reclassified into two bigger groups: Related and Unrelated. Related would include Genetically and Emotionally.
Deceased Donor: A Deceased Donor is a human being legally declared, by established medical criteria, to be dead and from whom cells, tissues or organs were recovered for the purpose of transplantation; the possible medical criteria are:

Deceased Heart-Beating Donor (Donor after Brain Death): A Deceased Heart-Beating Donor is a donor who was legally declared dead by neurological criteria.

Deceased Non-Heart-Beating Donor (Donor after Cardiac Death): Deceased Non-Heart-Beating donor is a donor who was legally declared dead by cardio-pulmonary criteria.

The original definition (Source: EUROCET) referred to be declared dead according to national regulations. Nevertheless it raised the discussion to change those terms by legally. Then, after further consultation, the definition was altered again. The word "legally" was removed because it was seen that was a “clinical” definition, not legal. Some countries may have regulations but not law, and following this definition as it stays, they would not fulfil it.

Domino Donor: A person who by receiving an organ transplant donates the removed organ to another recipient.

Procurement: The process that includes donor identification, evaluation, obtaining consent for donation, donor maintenance and retrieval of organs, tissues or cells.

The Editorial Group considered the addition of evaluation, consent for donation and maintenance to the original definition and also applies to organs (Source: Aide-Mémoire. Human Cell and Tissue for Transplantation).

Retrieval (Recovery): The procedure of removing organs, tissues or cells from a donor.

It was suggested to say recovery as well.

Cross Match Compatibility for Organ Transplantation: Absence of recipient antibodies to HLA antigens present on the transplant organ.

Blood group compatibility for Organ Transplantation: Absence of recipient antibodies to blood group antigens present on the transplant organ.

Although both definitions were agreed in the meeting, after further consultation they merged into one term: Compatibility Testing. Those aspects do not apply only to organs but also to tissues and cells.

It was also seen that the questionnaire had necessarily to include both cross match and blood group compatibility. Note was well taken in order to make the proper changes.

Processing of Tissues or Cells: All operations involved in the preparation, manipulation, preservation and packaging of tissues or cells intended for human application.

Allocation: Allocation is the assignment of organs, tissues and cells to a transplant candidate, based on a set of rules.
**Distribution:** Transportation and delivery of organs, tissues or cells intended for human applications, after they have been allocated.

The Editorial Group considered the addition of the last part "after they have been allocated" to the original definition (Source: Directive 2004/23/EC of the European Parliament of the Council of Europe).

**Recipient:** The human being into whom allogeneic human organs, tissues or cells were transplanted

**Wait List (WL):** The list of candidates registered to receive an organ, tissue or cell transplant

**Time on Waiting List:** The time from placement on the Waiting List for a transplant until the date of reporting (of a transplant) or until removal (from the Waiting List)

**Consent:** Legally valid permission for removal of organs, cells and tissues for transplantation.

Due to the legal and also ethical complexity of this term, it was seen that this general definition could be applicable for those involved, i.e. living and/or deceased, next of kin, etc.

**Presumed Consent:** Legally valid presumption of permission for removal of organs, cells and tissues for transplantation, in the absence of individual pre-stated refusal of permission. Otherwise known as “opting out” law legislation.

**Pre-stated Refusal of Permission for Removal of Organs, Cells and Tissues:** Legal and officially recorded statement of refusal to donate organs, cells and tissues after death.

**Pre-stated Acceptance:** Legal and officially recorded statement of acceptance to donate organs, cells and tissues after death.

This definition was agreed by the Editorial Group during the meeting. Nevertheless it was reviewed after consultation and included “of acceptance from the individual”.

**Explicit Consent:** Legally valid pre-stated individual permission for the removal of organs, cells and tissues for transplantation, otherwise known as “opting in” law.

Although agreed by the Editorial Group, it was modified after further consultation. “Pre-stated individual” was removed.

**Informed Consent:** A person's voluntary agreement, based upon adequate knowledge and understanding of relevant information, to participate in research or to undergo a diagnostic, therapeutic, or preventive procedure.

**Legally Non-Competent Person:** An individual unable to provide legally valid permission for the removal of organs, cells and tissues for transplantation, (e.g., a minor or an individual legally declared unable to manage their own affairs).
This definition was agreed by the Editorial Group; however it was reviewed and modified after. This term was seen as a legal term and not clinical. Due to the legal and ethical connotations implied, it was suggested to ask some of the departments within WHO for a universal definition. After further consultation the term was changed to “Incompetent Person”, which is recognized legally.

**Commercialization (organ, tissues, cells):** Handling of Organs, Cells or Tissues for financial profit. Commerce may be conducted legally or illegally.

**Trafficking (organ, tissues, cells):**

The discussion of this definition led to the use of the United Nations definition of Trafficking in Persons. Although it addresses organs, it is important to note that trafficking refers to not only organs but also to tissues and cells.


Article 3

The definition of trafficking “Trafficking in Persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs; (b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used; (c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article; (d) “Child” shall mean any person under eighteen years of age.

**Transplant Tourism:** The travel of prospective transplant recipients or donors across national borders and involving the trafficking of organs, tissues or cells. The travelling of patients or donors across national borders should not be understood as transplant tourism, when organs are not trafficked. Travelling of prospective transplant recipients or donors may be legal and appropriate, such as where travel of a related donor and recipient pair is from a country without transplant services to a country with transplant services.

This definition was reviewed in further consultation. First, the suggestion was not to include trafficking in the definition. Then, it was decided to use the one in the Istanbul Declaration.
CONCLUSIONS

At the end of the meeting the Editorial Group had approved 24 definitions and proposed some others.

Dr Luc Noël, Coordinator of the Clinical Procedures Unit in WHO, thanked all the participants for their input to the meeting.

In the light of the discussions, he noted the need to modify some of the questions included in the Questionnaire. It was agreed that explanations would be added as well as the Glossary once agreed, with the purpose of getting harmonized responses. Some adaptations would be necessary in both, the Glossary and the questionnaire, to avoid discrepancies between them.

Dr Noël stressed that the work had to continue in order to reach consensus for all definitions proposed. He said that the next step would be the circulation of the working document among participants and to receive their feedback.

Participants had the opportunity to review all the definitions even if they were already agreed during the meeting or whether the definitions were proposed. Some of them were modified because other factors were contemplated.

After this consultation process, the attached document has been elaborated to include all definitions, the source of each of them and comments if they are appropriate.
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